CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF CLASSIC TASTE, MODERN LIFE

TRADITIONAL HOME

35 Simply beautiful spaces where family comes first
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20+ young designers Decorating should be fun!

WHAT'S HOT: DECORATING FOR THE BIRDS
Delightful motifs on wallpaper, fabrics & accessories

INSIDER GUIDE TO BUYING ART
How to find it, frame it, hang it & afford it

GREEN IDEAS FOR HOME FROM A CALIFORNIA SPA
Tobi Wells Fairley
Tobi's intuitive grasp of pattern and color creates a polished finish for her comfortable interiors.
Tobi Fairley Interior Design
Little Rock
501/868-9882
tobifairley.com

Angie Hranowsky
Trained in graphic design, Angie melds clean lines with pops of color.
Angie Hranowsky Design Studio
Charleston
843/810-3266
angiehranowsky.com

Joe Lucas and Parrish Chilcoat
This team believes eco-friendly solutions are an essential ingredient of good design.
Lucas Studio Inc.
West Hollywood
310/858-6884
lucastudioinc.com

Oliver Furth
Oliver's designs embody a client's personal history, lifestyle, and personality.
Oliver M. Furth Design and Decoration
West Hollywood
323/654-4290
oliverrfurth.com

Amanda Reynal
From studying art history and living abroad, Amanda brings a distinct European perspective to her work.
Reynal Interiors
Des Moines
515/418-8715
reynalinteriors@att.net